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Wednesday 22nd April 2020 

Dear Pine class  

Hello and welcome to the summer term of Year 6, I hope you’ve had a fun and relaxing 

Easter break. I know this I a strange start to the school term but you can feel proud that 

you did your bit for society. Remember we are living through history and people will be 

talking about this in 100s of years to come! I have thoroughly enjoyed seeing some of your 

updates and videos via the dojo and I hope this continues, as I do miss seeing your smiling 

faces every day. 

I also just wanted to take this opportunity to remind you of the learning expectations we 

expect from you while you’re at home.  

I understand that doing school work from home is a very different experience and you 

need to find a system that works for you and your family. All I ask is that you do what you 

can when you can. This is a very difficult time for many people and families so don’t 

overload yourselves with work. However, I am still working very hard to plan lessons for you 

all and as this is your last summer term with us in year 6 it’s important to keep those brains 

working ready for secondary school. The weekly lessons will be planned around the 

remaining topics, so will be beneficial for you to participate in them as much as possible.  

If you do manage to complete school work, please share it with me through the 

‘portfolio’ on class dojo. I love seeing your work and hearing your voices. I would love to 

give feedback as much as possible and reward them with dojos that can converted into 

soaring points if we return.  

For this summer term we are moving onto our history topic of the ‘Mayan civilisation’. As 

some of you have seen on the google drive there are already a bunch of lessons relating 

to this topic. I would love to see some of you try and cook an ancient recipe, learn a 

Mayan dance or research their number system. Each week on Dojo I will be setting 

different types of work and challenges for you to do at home. The google drive contains 

lots of extra worksheets and lessons for you to work through as well. I don’t expect you to 

complete everything, but please do want you can.  

This term you were meant to be sitting your SATS and I know it is disappointing not to be 

showing off everything you have learned throughout your primary years.  However, since 
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January you all made excellent progress and it’s important that you continue to push 

yourselves in every aspect of learning.  

It’s important to remember:  

 

With this in mind, please take this time to explore skills and interests you never thought off 

before. I have certainly been getting more into fitness and gardening which I didn’t think I 

would be very good at. Update me on these new experiences and tell me how you got 

on. 

I’d like to thank you for your continued support and understanding at this time. I am 

always more than happy to answer any questions you have about any of the learning, no 

matter how small it may feel. You can just send me a message through Class Dojo and I 

will endeavour to answer any worries or concerns no matter how small. I look forward to 

seeing more of the fantastic work being produced and look forward to being in contact 

and hearing from those of you we haven’t heard from yet! 

 

Hopefully see you all very soon! 

 

Miss Jones 


